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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [l] the author has discussed certain questions concerning 
growth properties of solutions of a particular model for the flow of a viscous, 
incompressible fluid with suspended particles in a bounded, three-dimen- 
sional domain where the velocity of the fluid and the normal component of the 
velocity of the particles vanished on the boundary of the domain. As was 
pointed out in [I], these boundary conditions lead to some unexpected 
results when the domain has positive Gaussian curvature. Furthermore, 
there are physical grounds upon which these boundary conditions are not 
reasonable for this model; evidence to this effect can be found in Soo [3, 
p. 2571. In this work we shall examine some growth properties of solutions 
for the following model under more general boundary conditions. 
We denote the bounded, three-dimensional flow region by D with suffi- 
ciently smooth boundary aD. Since we will be interested in the flow over the 
time interval [0, T], we denote by S the Cartesian product D x [0, T]. 
Furthermore, we define: S = aD x [0, 2’1. The equations of motion for the 
model are given by 
ui = 0, Nv,n, =f(x) on S. 
Here, p, CL, K and m are positive constants, N(x, t) = N(x, , xs , xs , t) is a 
nonnegative function in Q, p is an unknown pressure, ni denotes the ith 
component of the normal vector to aD and f(x) is a nonnegative function 
defined on S. The physical significance of the quantities in (1)l and the 
1 In particular, N denotes the particle number density, vui denotes the particle 
velocity and ui the velocity of the fluid at the point (x1 , x2 , x3 , t). 
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assumption upon which the model has been derived can be found in [l, 43. 
The summation convention is used and a common denotes differentiation, 
e.g., 
uj,jt = (a2ul/au, at) + (a%42/au2 at) + (a2u2/au3 at). 
We shall restrict our attention to classical solutions of (l), which are assumed 
to exist. 
We shall show that provided N, va and ui are bounded in 52, and vi is 
bounded on S then the solutions of (1) at any time-level t, t E [0, T], in a 
particular energy “norm” depend in a continuous manner on the solutions 
of (1) at time-level T. Hence, if information is known about the solutions at 
time T, then we shall have estimates of the solution backward in time. The 
method by which these estimates are derived is based upon logarithmic 
convexity arguments. Examples of this technique can be found in [2] and the 
references cited therein. 
2. A DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITY 
We introduce the function defined on [0, T] 
G(t) = (4) j;jDcv, pwi dx 4 + (t/2) j- pwi dx + 5E 
D(T) 
where 5 is a constant such that 5 > 1 and E is the data term 
E=+ j,,,, [piui + mNv,vil dx + faDfds. 
Here, the notation jr,tt) rdx means the spatial integration of the function 
r = qxl , xg , xs , t) at the time-level t. Our task will be to show that G(t) 
satisfies the differential inequality 
G”G - [G’12 > c,G’G - c2[G-j2, (2) 
where cr and c2 are computable, positive constants and the primes denote 
differentiation with respect to time. Hence, if G(t) satisfies (2), then 
(d/dt) {(G’/G) exp( - clt)} > - c2 exp(- clt). (3) 
Setting CJ = exp(crt), inequality (3) becomes 
(d2/do2) {log[Gcr-(C2’C’a)]} > 0. 
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It follows from Jensen’s inequality that Vt E [0, T], 
G(t) < $[G( T) a,a](l-u)/h) [,(,)]‘“-“I)/“-3) 
where 6 = (c~/c~~) and or = exp(c,T). Clearly, if G(0) is bounded, then 
G(t) > 0 depends on G( 2’); however, G(T) contains only data information. 
This is the type of result desired. 
Differentiation of G(t) yields 
and 
G”(t) = - T& [4 IDctj puiui dx]. 
A straightforward computation, using (I), provides the expression for G”(t): 




at [P ST/ uf.juf,j dxd7-J + CL / Ui,jui,j dx, t D(n) D(T) 
one can show that 
P I 
T 
ui,ju,,j dx = 2 
D(t) fS [PUi.n%.n + Pujui,jui.n + kN(ui - ‘Jt) %.A dx4 t D(n) 
+ EL I,,,, ui.juf,j dx* (5) 
Similarly, we calculate that 
k 1 Nui(ui - Vi) dX = k J”‘J Phi,,, - 2Nvju<ui,j - 2N~i~i.n 
D(t) t D(n) 
+ (k/m) Nu~(V~ - Ui) f NV,VjUi,,] dx d7 (6) 
+ ’ ID,, 
Nu~(u~ - Vi) dX. 
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Hence, (5) and (6) yield the expression for G”(t): 
G”(t) = 2 jL[Dcn, [~~i.n~i,n + puju~,ju~,~ - kNvjuiui,j] dx dq 
+ k s’s [Nv~v~u~,~ - Nviui,, + (k/m) Nui(vi - ui)] dx d7 
t D(?l) 
+ SD,, [pui,jUi,j + kNui(ui - vi)] dx. 
Our task now is to find a lower bound for G”(t) which involves only G’(t) 
and G(t). To this end, we consider the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose 
and 
J(t) = & lTJ puiui dx dq 
t D(n) 
Q(t) = Q STJ mNvpi dx dv. 
t D(n) 
Then 
/r/D,v, ui,j*i,j dx 4 G - (l/&l [J’(t) - SD,,, PuPi dx] + (W&m) Q(t)- 
Proof. Integrating by parts and using (l), we have 
T T 
P J-s 
ui,jui,j dx d7 = 
ss 
[kNu,Vi - PU$i,n - kNu,ui] dx dym 
t D(n) t D(n) 
An application of the Schwarz and arithmetic-geometric mean inequalities 
yields for any LII > 0, 
t D(n) 
+ 1’1 [(a/2) KNudui + (1/2a) kNvp, - kNuiui] dx dy. 
t D(n) 
Choosing 01 = 2 and employing the definition of J(t), the result is immediate. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose 
y4 vi I + I ut I + Nl < M and s;p[I vi II < M. 
Then Vt E [0, T], we have 
Q(t) d d(t) + T2 j 
D(T) 
PW dx + ~3 faDfdZ 
where r 1, r2 and r3 are computable constants. 
Proof. Differentiating Q(t) and using (l), one computes 
Q’(t) = h j;/D,n, Nv,(u, - vi) dx d7 - + j:f8, v,v,Nvjnj dS dV 
mNv,v, dx. 
D(T) 
Employing the hypothesis of the lemma and the arithmetic-geometric 
mean inequality, we find 




f fdS and D,=&/ mNviv, dx. aD D(T) 
Rewriting (8) as 
WWQ(t) exW>> 2 - PJW + (T - t) B + 41 exp(at), 
where a = (3/z/m) and b = (kM/p), and integrating over [t, T], we find, 
since J(t) < J(q), VT E [t, Tl, and Q(T) = 0, 
Q(t) G W) J(t) CWa(T - 91 - 11 
+ (M2/2) B{(W) [exp[a(T - t>l - 11 + [(aT - 1)/a”] explp.(T - t>l 
- (at - l)} + (l/a) D,{exp[a(T - t)] - l}. 
Lastly, since exp[a(T - t)] - 1 < exp(aT) and a, b 3 0, we have 
Q(t) d rJ(t) + ~8 + r3Q 9 
where 
rl = (b/a> exp(aT), r2 = h/4 
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and 
r3 = (Mz/2a2) [I aT - 1 1 exp(aT) + 11. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
Returning to our expression for G”(t), i.e., (7) we shall need to bound 
various terms therein. Probably the most difficult one is the term 
Since 
- k J“l Nviuiss dx d7. 
t D(n) 
- k JL Nviui,, dx d7 
=kI Nviui dx - k 
D(t) s 
T 
Nviui dx + k 
D(T) 
IS ui(Nvi)., dx drl, 
t D(n) 
Gb),, dx 4 
= - k IT/ 
t D(n) 
u~(Nz+v~),~ dx d7 + (k”/m) jrj,,,, Nui(ui - vi) dx d7, 
and 
k 
f D(t) NW dx 2 @M/f) J’(t) + (k/m) Q’(t), 
we have, employing the Schwarz and arithmetic-geometric mean inequalities 
and integration by parts, 
T 
Nviui,, dx d7 > k SI [N~pp~,~ + (k/m) Nui(ui - vi)] dx dq t D(n) 





It is now possible to bound the various terms in (7) by expressions involving 
J(t), J’(t) and the data. Namely, using straightforward applications of the 
Schwarz and arithmetic-geometric mean inequalities, noting that 
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in conjunction with (9) and Lemmas 1 and 2, we find 
- 4 I mNviVi dx - dh s Nviui dx - de D(T) D(T) s puiui dx D(T) 
where di , 1 < i < 6, are computable constants which depend on p, p, m, k 
and M. Since ui,jui,j is positive definite, we have that the last expression in 
(10) is bounded below by 
Furthermore, since 
- (k,‘2m) jDtT) mNvivi dx. 
j,,,, Nviui dx 3 - Pi&) I,,, PUiUi dx - UP4 SD,, mNvivi dxt 
one computes the lower bound for G”(t): 
where 
G"(t) 3 2 jlj,,) P[%,&.n + %,&Pi.jI dx 4 
+ &J’(t) - &j(t) - c&B - c&D1 - c&D2 ,





and C& , 1 <i < 5, are positive, computable constants. 
We now form the expression G”(t) G(t) - [G’(t)12 and use inequality (11). 
That is, 
G”‘G(t) - [c’(t)]” 3 [tD, + 1E] JTj 2p[Ui,Pi,n + Ui,nUi,jUj] dx dy 
t D(n) 
+ G(t) [&J’(t) - &J(t) - &B - L&D, - c&D21 
- J(t) sfsD,q, bu~ui,~Vi.J dx 4 (12) 
+ m J:sD(n) 2~h.n~i.n + ~w4 L-X dq 
- [ITI 
t D(n) 
P%[%,v + Wi.jI dx h]‘~ 
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where we have added to the expression for G’(t) the term 
T 
SI‘ hwi.il dx drl, t D(n) 
which makes no contribution. Employing the Schwarz inequality, it is 
easily seen that the last two terms of (12) taken together are bounded below 
by zero. Furthermore, the first and third terms of (12) can be bound below 
by expressions involving J’(t), 1((t) and E. That is, 
G”(t) ‘30 - VI2 3 @‘(~)I FWI - c2KWl UP) + El, 
where cr and c2 are computable constants. Since J(t) + E < G(t), Vt E [0, T], 
we conclude that 
G”(t) G(t) - [G’12 > clG’(t) G(t) - c2[G(t)12. 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
As was mentioned in the previous section, inequality (2) implies that 
G(t) = uSIG(T)u;s](l-d/(l-o,) [G(0)]("-0~)/(1-0~), 
where 6, u and a, are computable constants. Our assumption that N, vi and 
ut are bounded in 52 leads us to note that there exists a positive constant n 
such that 
G(t) =S A[(T + 5) D, + 5(B + 4)l’ 
where E = (1 - u)/( 1 - ur) 2 1. Furthermore, since J(t) < G(t) and 
Q(t) < r,J(t) + r&I, + r,B (from Lemma 2), Vt E [0, T], we have shown: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose ui , vi and N are bounded solutions of (1). Then there 
exist positive constants r, , r2 , r3 , &’ and A and a function E(t) such that 





Q IS mNv,v, dx d7 t D(n) 
As a corollary to the above theorem, we note that if f = 0 and the solutions 
vanish at time-level T, then they must vanish Vt 3 0. This confirms an 
observation made by the author in [ 11. 
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